
PROJECT UBC

UBC - UNITED BANK OF CRYPTOS

World’s first decentralised organization that insures your investment and gives you high returns.

UBC has been formed to deliver honest, authentic and most sustainable profit generation innovations
in all the crypto currency platforms.

After a lot of research involved and listening to the public opinions, UBC has developed a very
transparent, reliable and sustainable projects lined up. This is the organization by the people and for
the people.

TRON(TRX) SMART CONTRACT

The first innovation from UBC.

Tron(TRX) is one of the top trending crypto currency in market and it has the price that anyone can
afford to buy it now. Keeping that in mind, UBC has developed a most sustainable,investment
insured,reliable, transperant and high returns generating smart contract.

Get 37.5% returns in a month for your investment.

200% in 160 Days.

An investor will get 1.25% ROI for every 24hrs as follows. .

UBC TRON CONTRACT FUNCIONALITY:

When a user deposit Tron(TRX), it will be splited as two. One will be invested and the other split will
be insured.

INVESTED VAULT

TRX in INVESTED VAULT pays you 2% for ever 24hrs. Validity : Till it reaches 320% ROI (160 Days).
The 2% pay will be stopped once it reaches the validity

INSURED VAULT

TRX in insurance vault will pay you 1% for every 48hrs(0.5% will be generated every 24hrs)

Validity : Till it reaches 120%(240 Days). If validity of insured vault reaches 120% or 240 Days, the
returns of 1% will be stopped.

COMMUNITY WELFARE VAULT

Once the TRX in user Invested vault delivered 320% returns or reaches 160days validity, the user has
to make a re-investment within 12hrs to continue the contract. The re-investment amount must be
what he has invested before or more than that. Fails, the TRX secured in his insurance vault will be
added to the community welfare vault.



Also, Community welfare vault will receive revenues from Decentralised finance, Decentralised
exchange and other UBC projects.

Community welfare vault will have an auto-fuelling function that will fill the community contract
balance.

Every 24hrs 0.5% of the total deposit will be go to the community welfare vault.When community
balance decreases 20% it will auto-fuel the community deposits. In the other case, the auto-fuel
function will be activated every 15days.

Organization welfare/sustainability features :

1.Once the main investment in the invested vault delivered 320% returns or reaches 160days
validity, the user has to make a new investment within 12hrs to continue the contract. The amount
of TRX must be what he has invested before or more than that. Fails, the TRX secured in his
insurance vault will be added to the community welfare vault.

2. If the total community balances decreases 35%,Withdraw will be holded.

i) It will be un-locked for the user who will deposit minimum 200TRX. Users who have invested more
than 2000TRX has to deposit minimum20% of their active deposit in invested vault.

Then only the withdraw will be un-locked for the user and the ROI for his new deposit will start after
24hrs at this time.

ii) If any user not able to deposit 20% at this time, he/she can refer a new member to unlock the
withdrawl. The minimum investment of the new member is 200TRX and the person who has more
than 2000TRX of active deposit, he has to refer a member who should invest 20% of what the user
has active deposit in invested vault. Only then the withdraw will be unlocked for him.

Means, if a person invested 200TRX – 1999TRX, he has to refer a member who must invest 200TRX.

If the user investment is 2000TRX, his referral should be 400TRX.(20% of what he has invested)

In this way, the community will expand and support each other.

3. If the community balance drains even after that, The insured TRX will be un-locked automatically
and available for every member.

Keeping the future in mind:

What if the TRX price goes high in future? We have listen to the public opinion and pre-programmed
our contract in a way, after 1 year of launch- Minimum investment is 100 TRX.

After 2 years, any amount of TRX can be invested.



Same way it has been programmed in all the sustainability features as given below :

For example, After 1 year if the total community balance decreases 35%, they can re-deposit 20%
of what they have invested to un-lock their withdraw. There is no minimum re-deposit limit.

Same way , If any user not able to re-deposit 20% of what he has invested, he/she can refer a new
member to unlock the withdrawl.

The user just have to refer a member who should invest minimum 20% of what the user has
invested. Then the withdraw will be unlocked for them.

ALWAYS there is no Maximum investment limit/withdraw limit.

REFERRAL COMMISSIONS & OTHER EARNINGS:

DIRECT REFFERALS : 5% TRX + 10% ‘SHREEM T’

Level 2 – 1% TRX + 5% ‘SHREEM T’

Level 3 – 1 % TRX + 5% ‘SHREEM T’

Level 4 – 1% TRX + 5% ‘SHREEM T’

Level 5 – 1% % TRX + 5% ‘SHREEM T’

Level 6 – 1% TRX + 5% ‘SHREEM T’

Matching bonus – 1%TRX for direct referrals only. Matching bonus is a reward when his direct
referral withdraws his ROI. This reward will not be given for a member who withdraw his referral
commission or bonus.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

UBC TOKEN – ‘SHREEM T’

100% ‘SHREEM T’ will be rewarded for the investors & referrers.

Example, If a member invest 100TRX, he’ll get 100 ‘SHREEM T’ as a reward.

If a user, refer a person within 12hrs after he joining, the user will get 50% ‘SHREEM T’ extra.

Within 24hrs - 25% ‘SHREEM T’ extra.

Within 48hrs - 10% ‘SHREEM T’ extra.



Note : A member can make many numbers of investment on the same ID. But any investment
reaches its validity, he has to make a new deposit to avoid his TRX secured in insured vault to be
added to the community balance.

POP-UPS or NOTIFICATIONS:

When an investment about to reach the validity, 10 days before the notification reminder will pop-
up.

When the balance decreases 35%, withdraw will be hold and the notification will appear to say,
‘Kindly deposit 20% of your last investment to activate withdrawl or refer a new member who can
invest 20% of your last active investment’


